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A sly trickster born in a whimsical realm of chaos, the Jester's abilities are shrouded in mystery. She can quickly turn the tide of
battle by using any weapon and ca 5d3b920ae0
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adfdfadfsafadf. game 1: ogres show up in my presents and own me, game 2: beat first level, game 3: can't figure out what ogres
came from my presents and which one i have to kill, game 4: there was no game 4 10/10 would get owned again In all
seriousness though: Master difficulty is right, if you're good enough i have no doubt the jester would be a powerful hero, if not
the randomness will sink you more often then it helps. Jester Hero DLC love it. Amazingly useful in parties, both of 4 heroes
and childerens'. Just. don't place presents near the core. Seeing a large pack of ogres near the core at wave start is not always
fun.. The Jester is a great hero, but has his/her limits. The Jester is very great at performing as a run & gun character, but is also
not a very good candidate for building towers. Similarly to the Barbarian DLC, the Jester's purpose is as less of a defense
creator, and more of a supporting role.. Amazingly useful in parties, both of 4 heroes and childerens'. Just. don't place presents
near the core. Seeing a large pack of ogres near the core at wave start is not always fun.. in a game based on skill and planing on
paper the jester is by far the worst idea ever. that said a party of 4 jesters or even just one and a normal group make this game
so much more fun. who knew haveing to react to something good or bad rather then sitting behind a tower could be so much
fun! and to be honest 4$ for this is a JOKE! haha jesters.but really id pay 10$ in a heartbeat.. The Jester is a great hero, but has
his/her limits. The Jester is very great at performing as a run & gun character, but is also not a very good candidate for building
towers. Similarly to the Barbarian DLC, the Jester's purpose is as less of a defense creator, and more of a supporting role.. in a
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game based on skill and planing on paper the jester is by far the worst idea ever. that said a party of 4 jesters or even just one
and a normal group make this game so much more fun. who knew haveing to react to something good or bad rather then sitting
behind a tower could be so much fun! and to be honest 4$ for this is a JOKE! haha jesters.but really id pay 10$ in a heartbeat..
game 1: ogres show up in my presents and own me, game 2: beat first level, game 3: can't figure out what ogres came from my
presents and which one i have to kill, game 4: there was no game 4 10/10 would get owned again In all seriousness though:
Master difficulty is right, if you're good enough i have no doubt the jester would be a powerful hero, if not the randomness will
sink you more often then it helps
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